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Disease-economy trade-offs under alternative
epidemic control strategies
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Public policy and academic debates regarding pandemic control strategies note disease-

economy trade-offs, often prioritizing one outcome over the other. Using a calibrated, cou-

pled epi-economic model of individual behavior embedded within the broader economy

during a novel epidemic, we show that targeted isolation strategies can avert up to 91% of

economic losses relative to voluntary isolation strategies. Unlike widely-used blanket lock-

downs, economic savings of targeted isolation do not impose additional disease burdens,

avoiding disease-economy trade-offs. Targeted isolation achieves this by addressing the

fundamental coordination failure between infectious and susceptible individuals that drives

the recession. Importantly, we show testing and compliance frictions can erode some of the

gains from targeted isolation, but improving test quality unlocks the majority of the benefits

of targeted isolation.
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To date, over 448 million individuals have been infected
with SARS-CoV-2 and more than 6 million have died
worldwide, with around 15% of these deaths happening in

the United States, and only around 50% of the world’s population
has received at least one vaccination1. The pandemic also trig-
gered the sharpest economic recession in modern American
history. According to the US Department of Commerce, during
the second quarter of 2020 US Gross Domestic Product shrank at
an annual rate of 32.9%2. The COVID-19 pandemic’s global
repercussions exposed a need for coupled-systems frameworks
that link epidemiological and economic models and assess
potential disease-economy trade-offs. Such frameworks allow
individuals’ adaptive responses to infection risks to be captured
and can reveal important features of control strategies, such as the
role of targeted isolation strategies that can overcome the fun-
damental coordination failure between infectious and susceptible
individuals that drives the economic recession.

Broadly, four areas of study have informed the assessment of
control strategies. Epidemiological studies evaluate disease
dynamics and consider the heterogeneity of impacts resulting
from control strategies3–12. Epi-economics studies consider the
microfoundations of human behavior as drivers of the disease, as
well as the costs and benefits of alternative control strategies13–23.
An emerging literature on the macroeconomic consequences of
pandemics considers the impacts of COVID-19 and various
control strategies, either by embedding these behaviors in a
broader economy with disease dynamics24,25 or by conducting
detailed macroeconomic projections in the absence of disease
dynamics26,27. In addition, numerous statistical analyses have
examined the relationship between disease-related behaviors and
economic activity28–30. Several knowledge gaps remain. For
example, structurally mapping economic activities to contacts in a
tractable fashion that retains the underlying heterogeneity of the
population presents various challenges. One major challenge
is how to calibrate this mapping using epidemiological social
contact surveys, which contain data on potentially disease-
transmitting contacts between individuals. Further, detailed
individual economic behavior and epidemiological transmission
mechanisms have typically not been embedded into models that
consider the broader economy. Finally, the set of control strate-
gies considered in coupled-systems models remains limited and
overly simplified. To date, these models have not included
individual-focused targeted isolation strategies, and the condi-
tions under which these may overcome disease-economy trade-
offs are unknown.

To address these gaps, we develop a tractable coupled epi-
economic model of individual microeconomic behavior embed-
ded within the broader economy. Figure 1 presents a schematic
representation of our model. Dynamic, forward-looking con-
sumption and labor-leisure choices that account for the risk of
infection are made by either (a) decentralized individuals or (b)
coordinated policy interventions, in order to maximize perceived
well-being (utility). These choices generate contacts that evolve
endogenously in the model—i.e., contact rates affect and are
affected by the disease dynamics. Depending on the activity,
contacts can be avoidable or unavoidable. For example, in the
U.S. economy, the average individual has around 7.5 contacts at
their place of work during an 8-hour workday. These are
avoidable contacts if the individual can alter their labor supply. In
contrast, contacts such as those that occur at home are una-
voidable and carry a risk of infection31. For analytical tractability,
the framework initially assumes individuals have full information
about their health status, and the presence of pre-symptomatic
and asymptomatic individuals is reflected in the calibration of
productivity losses as only individuals with no or mild symptoms
will be able to work.

We model choices as reflecting individual preferences over
time spent working/not working, how much to consume, and
how to balance infection risk against the need to work for money
and consume for well-being. The model solves this dynamic
optimization problem of balancing risk and activity at the indi-
vidual level and aggregates the solution across the population in
order to determine economic recession and disease outcomes.
This allows for direct calculation of disease-economy trade-offs
that are grounded in individual behavior. Solutions to these types
of dynamic optimization problems describe forward-looking
individual behavior32, which is critical to modeling expectations
during a pandemic. This does impose steep computational costs
as the dimension of the state space increases33, necessitating
simplifying assumptions for elements not central to our analysis.

In a decentralized choice setting, infectious individuals put
susceptible individuals at risk and bear no direct consequences for
this imposition (in economics terminology, an infectious indivi-
dual creates a negative externality on a susceptible individual).
Thus, a key challenge for infection control and avoiding eco-
nomic losses is the inability of susceptible individuals to coordi-
nate with infectious individuals and encourage them to reduce
their activities and contacts34. Absent such coordination, sus-
ceptible individuals bear the full burden of adjusting their con-
sumption and labor choices to minimize personal risk—we refer
to this decentralized control strategy as “voluntary isolation” (a
behavior documented in prior epidemics such as H1N135,36).
While not a policy intervention, this is still a “control strategy”
because susceptible individuals manage their own infection risk.
In contrast, a true “no control” strategy would (unrealistically)
entail individuals making no adjustments to their behavior in
response to infection dynamics (see SI 2.5).

Recognizing this coordination failure, we consider a policy
intervention whereby a governing body (a social planner in eco-
nomics) optimally coordinates labor and consumption choices in
order to maximize aggregate well-being (utility), while still
accounting for individual preferences. The “social planner” is a
commonly-used methodological construct in economics to
identify optimal strategies and inform policy design. This optimal
coordination of labor and consumption generates a control
strategy that targets infectious individuals—"targeted isolation”.
In a world where the coordination failure is resolved, e.g., by
paying infectious individuals to isolate, susceptible individuals
can still consume, work, and engage in contacts, minimizing
individual economic losses and the resulting recession. Impor-
tantly, to illustrate the general benefits of such targeting strategies,
we abstract from many aspects of individual heterogeneity, often
captured in epidemiological studies (e.g.,9,37–39). This is reason-
able, since the fundamental coordination failure is itself inde-
pendent of heterogeneity (see SI 2.6).

In real-world terms, a targeted isolation policy encompasses
interventions aimed at encouraging infectious individuals to
isolate themselves, with susceptible individuals isolating only if
necessary to suppress infection growth. Such a policy could
contain features like incentive payments to encourage individuals
to obtain tests following possible exposure or symptoms, incen-
tive payments for individuals to isolate following positive tests
(e.g., compensation for lost wages), randomized compliance
checks and penalties for individuals caught breaking isolation, etc.
Implementation of such targeted isolation policies may be
imperfect; we examine compliance scenarios to assess the degree
to which such issues may limit the performance of targeted iso-
lation policies.

We calibrate our model to pre-pandemic economic and social
mixing data, using 2017 contact survey data from6 and next-
generation matrix methods40 to generate a contact function
linking different economic activities to contacts and to calibrate
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the transmission rate (see SI 2.3). Alternative parameter choices
consider the role of online shopping and work that may have
altered the underlying relationships between activities and con-
tacts (see SI 5.4). The results described below hold across a wide
range of plausible economic and epidemiological parameters.

We study the disease-economy trade-offs that result from three
alternative control strategies: voluntary isolation, targeted isola-
tion, and a blanket lockdown (see “Methods”). Under voluntary
isolation, decentralized individuals continue to optimize their
personal behavior based on preferences and health status. Some
may isolate, others will not. By contrast, a policy of targeted
isolation of infectious individuals is able to address the coordi-
nation failure, effectively separating susceptible individuals from
infectious ones. Finally, to contrast these results against a com-
monly imposed control strategy, we also consider a blanket
lockdown, whereby all individuals are forced to isolate, inde-
pendent of their disease status. In the USA, for example, by April
15, 2020, more than 95% of the population was under a stay-at-
home order29,41; such social distancing policies have been noted
for their large economic costs and social disruption. Our focus is
on the behavioral channels each control strategy utilizes to deliver
disease control and economic benefits. Our coupled model makes
it possible to identify these optimal strategies, and our calibration
of key economic and epidemiological variables makes it possible
to examine and quantify differences between these control
strategies.

Our first contribution is the development of the tractable
coupled epi-economic model described above that highlights the
mechanisms and benefits that targeted isolation strategies have
the potential to deliver. As noted, this model must prioritize the
key mechanisms (e.g., the link between contacts and economy;
the coordination problem) and impose valid assumptions to
remain tractable in the face of steep computational costs. Of
course in practice, implementing such targeted isolation strategies
comes with challenges, particularly as our key assumption of full
information regarding disease status may not hold in the early

stages of an emerging disease epidemic. Thus, our second con-
tribution is to apply the above model to consider a number of
important frictions in a tractable way—for example, we allow for
initial tests to be slow and of low specificity and sensitivity, which
then improve over the course of the epidemic. This application
demonstrates how our modeling approach can be applied to
address some of the challenges associated with integrated disease
models identified in ref. 42.

We show that the widely-used control strategies of voluntary
isolation or blanket lockdowns suppress the epidemic nearly as
effectively as targeted isolation, but are economically costly and
impose a much deeper recession. Targeted isolation strategies
avoid these sharp disease-economy trade-offs by incentivizing
infectious individuals to isolate. This allows susceptible indivi-
duals to continue to consume and work, carrying the economy
through the epidemic with a milder recession. Using targeted
isolation strategies instead of voluntary isolation strategies can
avert substantial costs—up to the order of $3.5 trillion in averted
recessionary losses. Importantly, we show that relevant frictions
(testing information, compliance) can erode some of the gains
from targeted isolation, but availability of high-quality tests
unlocks the majority of the benefits of targeted isolation. An
implication of these findings is that the relative merits of targeted
isolation versus blanket lockdowns at any given point in time
depend on the test environment and other features of the
emerging disease system.

In the following sections, we begin by abstracting from infor-
mation- and compliance-related frictions in order to illustrate the
key model mechanisms and our methodological contributions.
That is, we assume all agents perfectly know their health status
and the current distribution of health statuses across the popu-
lation, and fully comply with all policy mandates. Having estab-
lished the underlying mechanisms, we then analyze model
applications that introduce lags in test reporting, uncertainty due
to limited test quality, and partial compliance with lockdown
strategies and targeted isolation.

Fig. 1 Coupled system schematic. Individuals make consumption (C) and labor-leisure (L) choices, considering the risk of infection through contacts with
others. Individual choices and resulting contacts affect and are affected by the disease dynamics. Individual economic choices drive population-level
outcomes such as disease prevalence and economic recessions. Under decentralized approaches, individuals optimize their behaviors based on their own
preferences and health status. Under coordinated approaches, individuals' behaviors are optimized based on how they affect population-level outcomes.
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Results
Methodological contributions. Our first contribution is metho-
dological: we construct a data-driven, theoretically-consistent
coupled epi-economic model which can be used to study
important properties of novel pathogens in economies. We
emphasize two core model features. First, regardless of control
strategy, in our model the SARS-CoV-2 epidemic spreads rapidly
in the population, with peak daily incidence early in the epidemic
(Fig. 2A, C), and final proportions of the population exposed
(Fig. 2C) are largely unaltered. A plausible blanket lockdown
designed to minimize total cases (see SI 4.1) can indeed reduce
cases relative to targeted or voluntary isolation strategies, however
it leads to a rebound (Fig. 2A) when the lockdown is relaxed. This
rebound is observed in all blanket lockdown scenarios considered,
including when the lockdown is combined with additional non-
pharmaceutical interventions such as shifting to more online
activity—SI Figs. S7, S11 and S13. In the discussion we describe
how blanket lockdowns may still have useful complementarities
with targeted isolation despite the potential for rebounds. All
“control” strategies nevertheless significantly outperform a “no
control” strategy where neither individuals nor a social planner
optimize behavior (shown in SI Fig. S3). Second, under a targeted
isolation strategy, disease control does not come at as large an
economic cost as under voluntary isolation or a case-minimizing
blanket lockdown (Fig. 2B, C). In aggregate terms, targeted iso-
lation converts an historically severe recession (66% peak-to-
trough contraction under voluntary isolation, 84% under the
blanket lockdown) to a mild and not-atypical one (3% peak-to-
trough contraction). By coordinating individuals’ behavior over

the course of the epidemic, targeted isolation can minimize the
disease-economy trade-off imposed by voluntary isolation and
blanket lockdown strategies.

The large economic savings (91% of individual economic losses
averted) and the marked difference in the probability of contact
(Fig. 3B) from the targeted isolation strategy arise primarily from
shifting the burden of isolating from susceptible to infectious
individuals (Fig. 3A). Under a voluntary isolation strategy, some
infectious individuals continue to work and consume despite the
risk they impose on others43–45. This is the key coordination
failure that increases the probability of infection (Fig. 3B) and
forces susceptible individuals to work and consume less to avoid
infection (Fig. 3A). Since susceptible individuals are the majority
of the population in a novel epidemic, this approach to disease
control comes at a large economic cost. By contrast, targeting
isolation at infectious individuals dramatically changes the
composition of the pool of people working and consuming
(Fig. 3A & B). Voluntary isolation at the epidemic peak leads to
about 3 fewer hours spent at consumption activities and 6 fewer
hours spent at labor activities per day by susceptible individuals,
while targeted isolation reduces infectious individuals’ activities
by similar amounts (Table S2). This does not cause changes in
mean daily contacts between strategies (Fig. 3C, D), nor
prevalence by activity type (Fig. 3E), even though many more
susceptible individuals are able to work and consume. As a
consequence, targeting delivers small improvements in infection
outcomes but massive economic savings.

Further infection reductions are possible under these control
strategies, however reducing cases even by a small amount
quickly increases economic costs (SI Fig. S5; to achieve the
minimum level of cases, economic losses are multiplied nearly
tenfold). This result, that further disease reductions are only
possible with extreme economic losses, is an intuitive conse-
quence of an optimized solution.

Model applications. Our second contribution is to apply the
model to COVID-19 in the USA and study how key frictions with
plausible magnitudes may affect the model mechanisms and
resulting policy conclusions. We focus on two types of frictions
which are particularly relevant to novel epidemics: limited or
delayed health status information, and individual non-
compliance with policy directives. These frictions are modeled
as particular scenarios (see “Methods”). Importantly, we deliver a
tractable and plausible analysis of these frictions in a coupled epi-
economic model, though we acknowledge that there is much
research to be done on the microeconomic foundations of indi-
vidual behavior in the face of a novel pathogen.

Our first scenarios vary test quality and delays in detecting
infectiousness (Fig. 4). The above results in Fig. 2 assume full
knowledge of infection status (i.e., regular and accurate testing)
for both voluntary and targeted isolation. Here, we consider
scenarios where (a) individuals take a test that correctly reveals
their infection status with X% probability (X determined by the
scenario), and (b) the test result is received only Y days (Y
determined by the scenario) after the individual actually becomes
infectious. The latter could be either because the test is taken
some time after infection, or there is a lag between taking the test
and receiving the results. These two dimensions cover a broad
range of population-level testing strategies, though a detailed
modeling of all possible testing strategies is beyond the scope of
this paper (see SI Fig. S7 for cases where individuals are uncertain
over their own infection status and respond to each others’
uncertainty).

In the “limited and delayed testing” scenario (10% test quality,
8-day test lag), targeted isolation can only recover around 13% of

Fig. 2 Disease dynamics and economic outcomes under voluntary
isolation, blanket lockdown, and targeted isolation. A Proportion of
population infected over time under each strategy. Voluntary isolation and
targeted isolation curves are almost-entirely overlapping, indicating nearly-
identical disease dynamics. B Individual losses incurred under each strategy
(targeted isolation averts 95% of voluntary isolation individual economic
losses). C Key aggregate disease and economy outcomes under each
strategy. See SI 2.5 for comparison with a “no control” approach.
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the economic benefits from targeted isolation in the baseline
scenario, and only around 30% of the infection control benefits
from targeting. This scenario demonstrates that the benefits of
targeted isolation are conditional on the quality of the testing
regime. In the “improving test quality” scenario (95% test quality
after 75 days, 8 day test lag), targeted isolation can recover nearly
92% of the economic benefits from targeting in the baseline
scenario, and nearly 94% of the infection control benefits; note
this scenario is intended to be consistent with the observed
evolution of testing capability during the COVID-19 pandemic.
These results are largely unchanged in the “improving test quality
and delays” scenario (95% test quality after 75 days, 5 day test lag
after 60 days, and 3 days after day 75). The improvement in test
timeliness has very little effect over and above the effect of
improved test quality, and the changes in transient dynamics can
even reduce some of the economic and infection control benefits.
In all cases, the voluntary or targeted isolation policies deliver
substantial economic benefits over blanket lockdowns, while
blanket lockdowns deliver greater infection control benefits. We
explore the robustness of these results to alternative assumptions
on equilibrium behavior under low-quality information, finding it
does not change the ranking of policies in terms of economic
benefits but may alter the ranking over infection control benefits
(see SI 3.3.4).

These results highlight two important channels through which
targeted isolation delivers improvements over voluntary isolation.
First, as expected, better information tends to enable better
implementation of targeted isolation. Second, however, better
information can also worsen the recession under voluntary
isolation. Intuitively, poor information mitigates the coordination
failure by leading individuals uncertain about their health type to
act as though they are a different type. Many infectious individuals

who would otherwise impose externalities on others end up acting
as though they are susceptible and reducing their labor supply and
consumption. Similarly, many susceptible individuals act as
though they are asymptomatic or recovered and continue to
supply labor and consume, mitigating the recession severity.

Our next scenarios vary the fraction of individuals who comply
with policy mandates such as blanket lockdowns or targeted
isolation (Fig. 5). In the “low compliance and perfect informa-
tion” scenario (0% compliance rate, no information frictions),
targeted isolation is ineffective. In the “partial compliance and
perfect information” scenario (75% compliance, no information
frictions), targeted isolation recovers just over 76% of the
economic benefits from targeting in the baseline scenario, and
nearly all of the infection control benefits. These results are
intuitive given the properties of targeted and voluntary isolation
in the baseline model: since the non-compliant share of the
population behaves as they would under voluntary isolation, the
benefits realized are a convex combination of those from
voluntary and targeted isolation. This result also helps to clarify
the role of altruism, for example43,46 show that altruistic motives
can induce some infectious individuals to isolate without control
strategies. However, if there is still a large enough portion not
acting altruistically (as documented by ref. 46) sizeable targeted
isolation benefits remain.

Finally, in the “partial compliance and improving information
scenario” (75% compliance, 95% test quality after 75 days, 5 day
test lag after 60 days), targeted isolation recovers roughly 95% of
the economic benefits from targeting in the baseline scenario, and
roughly 95% of the infection control benefits as well. Although
compliance is unchanged, the percentage of benefits obtained
improve for the same reason as in the purely information
scenarios—worse information at certain levels can improve
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Fig. 3 Key model mechanisms. A In voluntary isolation, susceptible individuals withdraw from economic activity due to the presence of infectious
individuals (green dashed), while under targeted isolation susceptible agents engage in much more economic activity (blue dashed). B More infectious
agents at activity sites under voluntary isolation lead to higher probability of infection throughout epidemic. C–E overall contacts, contacts by activity and
prevalence (% infectious) do not change meaningfully across voluntary and targeted isolation, as the same infection outcomes are achieved despite
enabling far more activity by susceptible individuals with targeted isolation.
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Fig. 4 Model outcomes with different information frictions. A–D Key model outcomes under 10% test quality and an 8-day lag between testing and
reporting. E–H These outcomes when test quality linearly improves from 10% to 95% quality by day 75 under a constant 8-day test reporting lag. I-L These
outcomes when test quality linearly improves as before, and the test reporting lag reduces from 8 days to 5 days at day 60 then from 5 days to 3 days at
day 75. M, N How disease-economy outcomes vary across these scenarios. O The disease-economy outcomes under these scenarios relative to the
baseline in Fig. 2.
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outcomes as infectious individuals act as susceptibles, solving the
coordination failure. Taken together, our results provide
qualitative insights into the importance of information quality,
information timeliness, and compliance on the benefits of
targeted isolation policies.

Robustness to assumptions on coupling parameters and
functions. To assess the robustness of our conclusions to these
modeling choices, we conduct sensitivity analysis over several
relevant model parameters. The main functional form for the
contact function is assumed to be linear, such that additional

Fig. 5 Model outcomes with different compliance rates. A–D Key model outcomes under 0% compliance and no information frictions. E–H These
outcomes under 75% compliance and no information frictions. I–L These outcomes when test quality linearly improves from 10% to 95% by day 75 and
the test reporting lag reduces from 8 days to 5 days at day 60 then from 5 days to 3 days at day 75. M, N How disease-economy outcomes vary across
these scenarios. O The disease-economy outcomes under these scenarios relative to the baseline in Fig. 2.
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labor and consumption activities increase (infection-risking)
contacts proportionally. However, the types of social networks
that individuals belong to and the nature of their interactions
affects the mapping between activities and contacts47, and
therefore we test other functional forms that aggregate how dif-
ferent network structures could affect this mapping. Next, we test
the sensitivity of the calibration of the contact function, which is
based on pre-pandemic contact data. This calibration aggregates
detailed data on individuals’ social network structures up to
model features like overall contacts at different activities. Finally,
because we incorporate the impact of asymptomatic individuals
through productivity losses (see “Methods”), we test the sensi-
tivity of our model to the share of asymptomatic individuals by
varying the productivity losses from infection. In the following
sensitivity analyses, we focus on the core model, devoid of
information- or compliance-related frictions, to identify how
these modeling choices affect the maximum possible gains from
targeted isolation.

First, we show the mapping between prevalence of asympto-
matic individuals and productivity losses from infection in
Fig. 6A. Our productivity parameter is a weighted average of
those experiencing no symptoms when infected (asymptomatic;
able to work unimpeded without a loss to productivity), and those
experiencing symptoms (less able to work during infection and
thus incurring a productivity loss). A lower productivity loss in
the figure implies more asymptomatic individuals. Figure 6B–E
demonstrates the robustness of our conclusion that targeted
isolation reduces economic losses without changing disease
outcomes—varying asymptomatic infections through productiv-
ity (i.e., moving horizontally in the charts) does not significantly
change the shading.

Second, because structural changes in the economy during the
pandemic may have reduced the number of contacts per unit of
activity (e.g., increased prevalence of contactless goods delivery,
increased mask use or other non-pharmaceutical interventions),
we examine our findings’ robustness by altering the ratios of
contacts at different activities. Figure 6B-E show how our
conclusions about targeted isolation relative to voluntary isolation
change as we vary the contact structure of the economy and the
proportion of non-severely-diseased individuals. From the white
dots (main model calibration), moving to the left in Fig. 6B–E
shows that lower prevalence of asymptomatic individuals will
increase the economic effectiveness of targeted isolation without
affecting the relative number of cases averted. Moving up the
vertical axis in Fig. 6B, C shows that increasing the share of
contacts that occur at consumption rather than labor activities
(e.g., if remote work becomes more common while bars and
restaurants remain open) would again increase the economic
effectiveness of targeted isolation without affecting the relative
number of cases averted. Moving up the vertical axis of Fig. 6D, E
shows that increasing the share of contacts at unavoidable
activities (e.g., if consumption and labor become increasingly
contactless, or if more contacts occur during unavoidable
activities such as religious or family gatherings) will reduce the
economic effectiveness of targeted isolation without affecting the
relative number of cases averted.

Lastly, the functional form of the contact function allows us to
examine heterogeneity in contact rates—Fig. 6F, G. The mapping
between activities and contacts will be an aggregation of
individuals’ social network structures when consuming and
working. Different functional forms approximate different
mappings. Convex contact functions emerge when high-contact
activities (individuals) are reduced (isolated) first and concave
functions emerge when high-contact activities (individuals) are
reduced (isolated) last. Targeted isolation accounting for these
choices is likely to produce convex contact functions if high-

contact activities (individuals) are reduced (isolated) first. We
find such variations have a modest impact on the economic
effectiveness of targeted isolation, but do not affect its disease
control properties. We discuss these forms further in “Methods”
and the SI and show the sensitivity of our findings to plausible
variations in other structural parameters in SI Fig. S9.

Discussion
Close to two years into the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, it is
increasingly clear economic concerns cannot be neglected48. We
show that even in scenarios with imperfect testing and com-
pliance, a targeted isolation approach emerges from our model as
an optimal strategy, which balances disease spread and economic
activities. Our predicted infection rates and economic responses
are broadly consistent with observed patterns (see SI 2.7), and
thus our results likely capture the correct order of magnitude and
capture the key qualitative features of the epidemic and recession.

Recent studies suggest the COVID-19 recession was driven by
voluntary reductions in consumption in response to increasing
infection risk28,49,50. We show this drop in consumption is driven
by a coordination failure: infectious individuals do not face the
full social costs of their activities, leading susceptible individuals
to withdraw from economic activity. This coordination failure
resembles the classical problem of the tragedy of the commons in
natural resources and the environment51–53, underscoring the
lack of property rights in the market for infection-free common
spaces. It also shares similarities with coordination issues that
emerge in climate change, fisheries, orbit use and other
settings54–57. Correcting this coordination failure via a targeted
isolation strategy that internalizes the costs infectious individuals
impose on susceptible individuals delivers substantial economic
savings (Figs. 2 and 3).

Our conclusions arise from a data-driven method to calibrate
the mapping between disease-transmitting contacts and economic
activities. Compartmental models of infectious diseases typically
segment activities based on population characteristics like age and
student status (e.g.,7,37,38,58,59) rather than economic choices like
consumption and labor. We build on prior work in this area
(e.g.15,16,18) to address two long-standing challenges: appro-
priately converting units of disease-transmitting contacts into
units of economic activities (contacts into dollars and hours), and
calibrating the resulting contact function to produce the desired
R0. We address these challenges in three steps (see “Methods”
and SI).

First, we use contact matrices from ref. 6 to construct age-
structured contact matrices at consumption, labor, and una-
voidable other activities (Fig. S1). We then use next-generation
matrix methods to calculate the mean number of contacts,
adjusted for how individuals of different ages mix with each
other, at each activity. Finally, we use these values with pre-
epidemic consumption and labor supply levels to map contacts to
dollars and hours in the contact function, and then calibrate the
R0. This approach provides a behaviorally-grounded perspective
on why contacts occur. Understanding the structure and benefits
of targeted isolation requires this mapping between economic
activities and contacts. We calibrate the model to pre-pandemic
economic behavior. We validate the model’s performance along
aggregate disease-economy dimensions in SI 2.8 and Fig. S5.

Our results also serve to highlight an important benefit of
making high-quality testing for novel pathogens widely available
early on60–63—it facilitates targeted isolation approaches which
reduce economic losses. Targeted isolation provides the greatest
benefits when information quality and compliance are high, with
testing lags playing a relatively minor role. These results suggest
that by enabling targeted isolation policies, early provision of
high-quality testing combined with incentives to comply with
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policy directives can unlock some infection control benefits and
substantial economic benefits. When testing is low-quality
throughout the epidemic, the targeted isolation solution resem-
bles a blanket lockdown (see Fig. 4).

While we have shown that information frictions and non-
compliance can be important factors limiting policy effectiveness,
we stress the fundamental problem is an inability to coordinate

among susceptible individuals. In an ideal world, a market would
exist allowing susceptible individuals, who do not want to be
exposed to infection, to club together to pay infectious individuals
to stay out of common spaces (e.g., gyms, restaurants, super-
markets). Even in the face of information and compliance issues,
this would solve the fundamental problem and allow susceptible
individuals to continue working and consuming, removing the
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disease-economy trade-off inherent in lockdown approaches. In
reality, this is not possible, since susceptible individuals cannot
coordinate (from economic theory, no “property rights” exist
determining specifically whether susceptible or infectious indivi-
duals have a right to enter these spaces and should therefore be
paid to access them, unlike most markets)64. Since this ideal or
first best solution is not possible, targeted isolation is a policy
solution to solve this coordination problem.

To implement targeted isolation, governments can provide
incentives and encouragement for infectious individuals to
remove themselves from these public spaces. In our model,
paying individuals to stay home while infectious would require
spending on the order of $428 billion (two weeks pay times the
total number of infected), to purchase the gain of an avoided
recession on the order of $4 trillion—total savings of up to $3.5
trillion relative to voluntary isolation (see Fig. 2), not including
additional averted costs from long-term negative public health
outcomes27. These findings are also net of the costs of imple-
menting testing, since both targeted isolation and voluntary iso-
lation control strategies require some level of testing and
knowledge of infection status. Our focus here is on the benefits of
targeted isolation strategies rather than the details of how to
implement them, or on cross-regional comparisons of imple-
mented strategies (see SI 5.5.1 for more discussion); designing
such incentive mechanisms presents its own challenges,
e.g.,10,14,65, and is an important area for future research. How-
ever, through our compliance scenarios we also demonstrate the
effect of improperly implemented targeted isolation.

Given the appealing features of targeted isolation strategies, is
there still a role for blanket lockdowns? Particularly when new
research indicates their effects may partially be driven by
voluntary isolation50? On the one hand, blanket lockdown stra-
tegies can reduce burdens on hospital systems, particularly in the
initial phase,58,66, while on the other hand, the rebound effects
may still induce substantial strains on hospital systems later on
(SI Fig. S10). The excessive costs and rebound effects are robust
features of blanket lockdowns, both in our model (Figs. S7 and
S11) and confirmed in previous studies, e.g.,11,67,68. The rebound
size in our model is also large—nearly 100% of cases averted
during the blanket lockdown reoccur later on. While “targeted
lockdowns” that lockdown areas or businesses burdened with
higher transmission rates69,70 avoid some of the excess costs of
blanket lockdowns, they are still blunt instruments compared to
targeted isolation. Nonetheless, blanket lockdowns and targeted
isolation strategies may be complementary—blanket lockdowns
reduce hospitalization burdens in the early days when test quality
is low, and targeted isolation manages rebound effects by cor-
recting the coordination problem once test quality has increased.
Our analysis suggests the optimal time to switch from blanket
lockdowns to targeted isolation will depend critically on test
quality. Finally, while ensuring compliance with targeted isolation
may be more costly than ensuring compliance with blanket

lockdowns, we show that for many plausible lockdown designs
the targeted isolation compliance costs would have to be very
large to overturn the cost savings from targeted isolation (see
Figs. 5F and 2B—between $8,000 and $20,000 per person).

As vaccines are being deployed, new SARS-CoV-2 variants are
now circulating in many countries71, and breakthrough infections
have been observed. Thus it continues to be critical to avoid
premature relaxation of disease-economy management
measures30. Our results carry insights for vaccine deployment, to
the extent vaccination limits infectiousness. Since our model
shows that one infectious individual failing to isolate will induce
many susceptible individuals to withdraw, our model insights are
consistent with prioritizing vaccines to individuals who, when
infectious, are least likely or able to isolate (and therefore most
likely to contribute to spread). Using targeted isolation
throughout vaccine delivery can further reduce economic costs
and disease burden.

There remain many opportunities and open challenges in
coupled-systems modeling of disease control and economy
management. There is important heterogeneity in transmission,
infectiousness, and exposure (e.g., superspreading events and
crowding72,73), though explicitly incorporating such hetero-
geneity into the coupled systems is non-trivial. Our model
applications have demonstrated one way to tractably introduce
such features into a rational epidemic setting. As greater amounts
of high-fidelity mobility data become available, it is important to
build data-driven mappings between mobility, contacts, and
economic activities within transmission models—10,74–76 offer
promising steps in this direction. However, connecting mobility
to contact rates and infection probabilities (given a contact) will
require further consideration. Such extensions to the calibration
methodology are essential to study disease-economy impacts of
heterogeneity in individual behaviors, abilities to isolate and work
from home across economic sectors, and regional policies.
Finally, it is critically important to consider how to design
incentives and measure the costs of implementing targeted iso-
lation programs that can sustain participation and compliance.

As an endgame strategy, targeted isolation could avert trillions
in recessionary losses while effectively controlling the epidemic.
Put differently, disease-economy trade-offs are inevitable when
the coordination failure cannot be resolved. The coordination
failure can be resolved through positive incentives (e.g. payments
to individuals to learn their disease status and isolate) or negative
incentives (e.g. penalties for individuals who do not learn their
disease status and isolate). Amidst the ongoing public policy
debate about economic relief, lockdown fatigue, and epidemic
control26, allocating funds to solving the coordination problem
likely passes the cost-benefit test.

Methods
Here we provide an overview of the key elements of our framework including
describing the contact function that links economic activities to contacts, the SIRD

Fig. 6 Result sensitivity to key model parameters. We plot ratios of outcomes under targeted vs. voluntary isolation to highlight the relative variation in
outcomes under each strategy. The white dots in panels B–E show the baseline parameterization. A Mapping between productivity losses and implied
share of the population which is pre-symptomatic, asymptomatic, or has mild symptoms (i.e., infectious individuals able to work). A productivity loss of
0.85 implies approximately 80% of the population are pre-symptomatic, asymptomatic, or have mild symptoms. Ratio of individual losses averted (B) and
ratio of cases per 100k averted (C) under targeted isolation vs. voluntary isolation as proportion of contacts at consumption relative to labor activities
increases (a value of 1 means equal number of contacts at consumption and labor) and as the asymptomatic share increases. Ratio of individual losses
averted (D) and ratio of cases per 100k averted (E) under targeted isolation vs. voluntary isolation as proportion of unavoidable contacts (e.g., home)
relative to avoidable contacts (consumption & labor) increases (a value of 1 means an equal number of contacts at home as at consumption & labor) and as
the asymptomatic share increases. Ratio of individual losses averted (F) and ratio of cases per 100k averted (G) under targeted isolation vs. voluntary
isolation as contact functional form varies. Convex contact functions imply high-contact activities are easiest to avoid, while concave contact functions
imply low-contact activities are easiest to avoid (see “Methods”).
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(Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered-Dead) model, the dynamic economic model
governing choices, and calibration. The core of our approach is a dynamic opti-
mization model of individual behavior coupled with an SIRD model of infectious
disease spread. Additional details are found in the SI.

Contact function. We model daily contacts as a function of economic activities
(labor supply, measured in hours, and consumption demand, measured in dollars)
creating a detailed mapping between contacts and economic activities. For exam-
ple, all else equal, if a susceptible individual reduces their labor supply from 8 to
4 h, they reduce their daily contacts at work from 7.5 to 3.75. Epidemiological data
is central to calibrating this mapping between epidemiology and economic beha-
vior. Intuitively, the calibration involves calculating the mean number of disease-
transmitting contacts occurring at the start of the epidemic and linking it to the
number of dollars spent on consumption and hours of labor supplied before the
recession begins.

We use an SIRD transmission framework to simulate SARS-CoV-2
transmission for a population of 331 million interacting agents. This is supported
by several studies (e.g.,77,78) that identify infectiousness prior to symptom onset.
We consider three health types m∈ {S, I, R} for individuals, corresponding to
epidemiological compartments of susceptible (S), infectious (I), and recovered (R).
Individuals of health type m engage in various economic activities Am

i , with i
denoting the activities modeled. One of the Am

i is assumed to represent unavoidable
other non-economic activities, such as sleeping and commuting, which occur
during the hours of the day not used for economic activities (see SI 2.3.1). Disease
dynamics are driven by contacts between susceptible and infectious types, where
the number of susceptible-infectious contacts per person is given by the following
linear equation:

CSI ðAÞ ¼ ∑
i
ρiA

S
i A

I
i ð1Þ

while similar in several respects to prior epi-econ models15,16,74, a methodological
contribution is that ρi converts hours worked and dollars spent into contacts. For
example, ρc has units of contacts per squared dollar spent at consumption activities,
while ρl has units of contacts per squared hour worked.

We also consider robustness to different functional forms in Fig. 6F, G as a
reduced-form way to consider multiple consumption and labor activities with
heterogeneous contact rates. Formally:

CSIðAÞ ¼ ∑
i
ρiðAS

i A
I
i Þ
α
; ð2Þ

where α > 1 (convex) corresponds to a contact function where higher-contact
activities are easiest to reduce or individuals with more contacts are easier to
isolate. α < 1 (concave) corresponds to a contact function where higher-contact
activities are hardest to reduce or individuals with fewer contacts are easier to
isolate. The baseline case (α= 1) implies all consumption or labor activities and
individuals have identical contact rates (See SI 2.3.2 for further discussion and
intuition).

Calibrating contacts. To calibrate the contact function, we use US-specific age and
location contact matrices generated in ref. 6, which provide projected age-specific
contact rates at different locations in 2017 (shown in SI section 2.3.1). We group
these location-specific contact matrices into matrices for contacts during con-
sumption, labor, and unavoidable other activities. The transmission rate was
calibrated to give a value of R0 = 2.6, reflective of estimates79. For this, we use the
next-generation matrix40. The next-generation matrix describes the “next genera-
tion” of infections caused by a single infected individual; the R0 is the dominant
eigenvalue of the next-generation matrix (see SI 2.5.3). This calculation is done at
the disease-free steady state of the epidemiological dynamical system, when all the
population is susceptible. Specifically, we calculate the benchmark number of
contacts from each activity in the pre-epidemic equilibrium (e.g., ρccScI for con-
sumption from equation (1)), under pre-epidemic consumption and labor supply
levels. We then calculate the coefficients ρc, ρl, ρo (for consumption, labor, una-
voidable other) using (1) such that pre-epidemic consumption and labor supply
levels equal the benchmark number of contacts. To account for contacts that are
not related to economic activities, the “unavoidable other” contact category is
normalized to 1, so that the coefficient ρo is simply the number of contacts asso-
ciated with unavoidable other activities. While pre-pandemic contact structures are
necessary to calibrate R0, our model allows contacts to evolve over time as a
function of individual choices, which respond to disease dynamics.

The contact matrices in6 measure only contacts between individuals in different
age groups by activity, without noting which individuals are consuming and which
are working. Given the lack of precise data on contacts between individuals
engaging in different activities, we simplify by assuming individuals who are
consuming only contact others who are consuming, and individuals who are
working only contact others who are working. However, in reality individuals who
are consuming also interact with individuals who are working (e.g., a bar or
restaurant). Future work could collect more detailed contact data describing
contacts between individuals engaging in different activities.

SIRD epidemiological model. The SIRD model is given by:

Stþ1 ¼ St � τCSIðAÞStIt ;
Itþ1 ¼ It þ τCSI ðAÞStIt � ðPR þ PDÞIt ;
Rtþ1 ¼ Rt þ PRIt ;

Dtþ1 ¼ Dt þ PDIt :

ð3Þ

Where S, I, R,D represent the fractions of the population in those
compartments. Because the contact function CSIðAÞ returns the number of contacts
per person as a function of activities A, then τ is a property of the pathogen that
determines the infections per contact. This decomposes the classic “β” in
epidemiological modeling into a biological component that is a function of the
pathogen (τ) and a behavioral component linked to economic activity (CðAÞ), such
that β ¼ CðAÞτ (e.g.,16).

A key input into individual decision making is the probability of infection for a
susceptible individual, which per the SIRD model above depends on the properties
of the pathogen, contacts generated through economic activities, and the share of
infectious individuals in the population:

PI
t ¼ τCSI ðAÞIt : ð4Þ

If a susceptible individual reduces their activities (and thus contacts) today, they
reduce the probability they will get infected, which in turn reduces the growth of
the infection. However, if they keep their economic behavior the same, they enjoy
those benefits today, but take the risk of becoming infected in the future. Finally, PR

is the rate at which infectious individuals recover, and PD is the rate at which they
die. Both are assumed to be constant over time and independent of economic
activities and contacts.

Our framework can be generalized to other structured compartmental models
beyond mean-field (homogeneous) SIRD models. The key feature to translate is the
contact function. For example, in an age-structured model the contact function
would need to reflect age-specific consumption and labor supply patterns.

Choices. In order to analyze the three control strategies (voluntary isolation,
blanket lockdown, targeted isolation), we solve two types of constrained optimi-
zation problems: a decentralized problem and a social planner problem. The
decentralized problem reflects atomistic behavior by individuals—they aim to
maximize their personal utility and make choices regarding economic activity. The
decentralized problem is used to analyze the voluntary isolation and blanket
lockdown strategies. Conversely, in the social planner problem, a social planner
considers the utility of the population as a whole and coordinates economic activity
to jointly maximize the utilities of all individuals in the population. Importantly,
the social planner internalizes the full economic costs to the population associated
with disease transmission. The social planner problem is used to analyze the tar-
geted lockdown strategy.

In the decentralized problem, individuals observe the disease dynamics, know
their own health state, and make consumption and labor choices in each period
accounting for the risks incurred by contacts with potentially infectious individuals.
Individuals’ knowledge of their own daily health state is consistent with a testing
system where individuals use a daily test which reveals their health state. Let
A ¼ fcmt ; lmt g represent the economic activities of consumption and labor chosen in
period t by individuals of health type m. Individuals maximize their lifetime utility
by choosing their economic activities, cmt and lmt , accounting for the effects of
infection and recovery on their own welfare:

US
t ¼ max

cSt ;l
S
t

fuðcSt ; lSt Þ þ δðð1� PI
t ÞUS

tþ1 þ PI
tU

I
tþ1Þg; ð5Þ

UI
t ¼ max

cIt ;l
I
t

uðcIt ; lIt Þ þ δðð1� PR � PDÞUI
tþ1 þ PRUR

tþ1 þ PDUD
tþ1Þ

� �
; ð6Þ

UR
t ¼ max

cRt ;l
R
t

fuðcRt ; lRt Þ þ δUR
tþ1g; ð7Þ

UD
t ¼ Ω 8t: ð8Þ

Per-period utility uðcmt ; lmt Þ captures the contemporaneous net benefits from
consumption and labor choices. In particular, susceptible individuals in period t
recognize their personal risk of infection PI

t is related to their choices regarding
economic activity cSt ; l

S
t , and if they do become infected in period t+ 1, they have

some risk of death in period t+ 2. Death imposes a constant utility of Ω, calibrated
to reflect the value of a statistical life (see SI 2.1.3). The daily discount factor δ
reflects individuals’ willingness to trade consumption today for consumption
tomorrow.

Finally, individuals exchange labor (which they dislike), for consumption
(which they do like) such that their budget balances in each period:

pcmt ¼ wtϕ
mlmt : ð9Þ

The wage rate wt is paid to all individuals, per effective unit of labor ϕmt l
m
t , and

is calculated from per-capita GDP. We represent the degree to which individuals
are able to be productive at work by ϕm (labor productivity). We assume that
symptomatic individuals are less productive, such that ϕS= ϕR= 1 and ϕI < 1,
reflecting the average decrease in productivity of infectious individuals (accounting
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for the share of asymptomatic and pre-symptomatic individuals, similar to24—see
SI 2.1.1). Following standard practice, the price of consumption p is normalized to
1. Finally, market equations that state how individuals are embedded in a broader
economy are described in the SI.

The social planner problem coordinates the economic activities of the
individuals described above. Instead of economic activities being individually
chosen to maximize personal utility, the social planner coordinates consumption
and labor choices of each type (ct ¼ cSt ; c

I
t ; c

R
t , lt ¼ lSt ; l

I
t ; l

R
t ) to maximize the utility

of the population over the planning horizon, subject to the disease dynamics (3)
and budget constraints (9):

max
lt ;ct

∑
1

t¼0
δtðStuðcSt ; lSt Þ þ ItuðcIt ; lIt Þ þ RtuðcRt ; lRt Þ þ DtΩÞ: ð10Þ

Additional structure (e.g., age compartments, job types, geography) can be
incorporated here either by creating additional utility functions or by introducing
type-specific constraints. For example, with age compartments, each age type
would have a set of utility functions like equations (5)–(8). These would then be
calibrated to reflect age-specific economic activity levels, structural parameters, and
observed risk-averting behaviors.

Both the decentralized problem and the social planner problem are solved for
optimal daily consumption and labor supply choices in response to daily state
variable updates, and we normalize the total initial population size to 1 for
computational convenience. The assumption that individuals use a daily test that
reveals their health state is maintained across both the decentralized and the social
planner problems. We abstract from the cost of the testing system. Since the cost is
common to both problems, it does not affect the relative comparison between
the two.

Utility calibration. Details of the utility function calibration and data sources are
found in the SI. Briefly, economic activity levels and structural economic para-
meters are calibrated to match observed pre-epidemic variables for the US econ-
omy. We calibrate risk aversion and the utility cost of death to match the value of a
statistical life. This approach ensures both the levels of economic choice variables
and their responses to changes in the probability of infection are consistent with
observed behaviors in other settings.

Model applications. We add information frictions and individual non-compliance
to our baseline model to study how plausible magnitudes of such distortions may
affect our policy conclusions. These are modeled by altering the inputs into agents’
optimal choice rules (known as “policy functions” in dynamic optimization pro-
blems, not to be confused with pandemic control policies) that specify their (c*, l*)
choice given the (S, I, R) information they have. The choice rules take the form
shown in the equation below, where the only addition to the usual sub/superscripts
is [P] denoting the policy type {V, T, L} for voluntary isolation, targeted isolation
and blanket lockdown policies respectively:

c�S½P�;t ¼ cS½P�;tðSt ; It ;RtÞ ð11Þ

l�S½P�;t ¼ lS½P�;tðSt ; It ;RtÞ ð12Þ
all three types of agent choose consumption and labor consistent with these choice
rules depending on what they know of the state of the world (i.e. (St, It, Rt)). These
choice rules are the main output of the value function iteration process described in
SI 3.1. By feeding different information into the choice rules or taking weighted
averages under different policies, we can model the frictions described below as
different scenarios.

Test reporting lags. Test reporting lags force agents to react to population-level
infection information from x days ago. This is modeled as feeding (St−x, It−x, Rt−x)
into the choice rules above when finding ðc�t ; l�t Þ. We select x to be roughly con-
sistent with observed lags during the COVID-19 pandemic: initially 8 days at the
outset of the pandemic, before falling to 5 days on day 60 and 3 days at day 75. The
choice rules become:

c�S½P�;t ¼ cS½P�;tðSt�x ; It�x ;Rt�xÞ ð13Þ
l�S½P�;t ¼ lS½P�;tðSt�x; It�x;Rt�xÞ ð14Þ

Test quality. Tests for individual health status differ in quality throughout the
course of a novel pandemic, starting from very low quality before becoming pro-
gressively more accurate. We assume that due to test quality q (for the specific
foundation of this single-metric quality notion related to specificity and sensitivity
see SI 3.3.2), individuals take a weighted average of the choice-rule-prescribed
action for their true health type and a “no information” action which is averaged
uniformly across the actions for each type. This is equivalent to either of the
following behavioral microfoundations:

● individuals realize they do not know their type with certainty, so can do no
better than using q to mix between the choice-rule-prescribed action for
their test-reported type and an average across actions for each of the three
types; or

● a fraction q of agents of a given type trust their test result and follow the
associated choice-rule-prescribed action, while the remaining 1− q fraction
either do not get tested or do not trust their test and uniformly mix across
actions for all health types.

We consider two types of test quality scenarios: first a “limited testing” scenario
where test quality is low throughout the whole pandemic, and second a more-
realistic “improving test quality” scenario where test quality linearly improves over
the course of the pandemic, becoming perfect at day 75. The choice rules become:

c�S½P�;t ¼ qc�S½P�;t þ ð1� qÞ 1
3
c�S½P�;t þ

1
3
c�I½P�;t þ

1
3
c�R½P�;t

� �
ð15Þ

l�S½P�;t ¼ ql�S½P�;t þ ð1� qÞ 1
3
l�S½P�;t þ

1
3
l�I½P�;t þ

1
3
l�R½P�;t

� �
ð16Þ

we examine the robustness of our conclusions to an equilibrium model of behavior
under low-quality information or limited cognitive capacity in SI 3.3.4, finding that
the qualitative results regarding policy effectiveness are unchanged.

Compliance. Some individuals may not comply with policy mandates. We model this
as a share of agents �c of any type that choose the decentralized (i.e. voluntary iso-
lation) action rather than complying with the targeted isolation or blanket lockdown
mandates. We consider two types of scenarios, “low compliance” with 10% com-
pliance and “partial compliance” with 75% compliance. The choice rules become:

c�S½P�;t ¼ �c � c�S½P�;t þ ð1� �cÞ � c�S½D�;t ð17Þ

l�S½P�;t ¼ �c � l�S½P�;t þ ð1� �cÞ � l�S½D�;t ð18Þ
Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All data for replicating the results in this paper can be found at https://github.com/epi-
econ/COVID19_ControlStrategies80.

Code availability
All code for replicating the results in this paper can be found at https://github.com/epi-
econ/COVID19_ControlStrategies80. All simulations were run in R.
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